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Epic in scope, yet loaded with captivating detail, this completely updated edition of National
Geographic's bestselling Almanac of World History encompasses all of human history, from
ancient times to present. It is a rich chronicle of great ages and cultures told in a vivid and varied
format, a masterly combination of visual appeal and authoritative heft, a book you'll read with
fascination--and refer to again and again. Divided into major eras and organized chronologically,
each topic includes a detailed time line providing highlights of that period. Beautiful and
compelling imagery and artwork show glimpses into the heart of each topic. Nearly 50 maps
show major empires, boundaries, battles, trade routes, historical events and other fascinating
elements. A robust appendix lists world leaders of major regions from ancient times to the
present, as well as other historical data. A detailed index facilitates easy research of specific
topics.

About the AuthorPATRICIA S. DANIELS has written and edited books on history, science, and
geography for both children and adults. She lives in State College, Pennsylvania. STEPHEN G.
HYSLOP'S many books include Great Empires, Eyewitness to the Civil War, Bound for Santa Fe:
The Road to New Mexico and the American Conquest, 1806-1848, and Chroniclers of Indian
Life.
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Book Smart, “functional and aesthetic. I came across this notebook by a pleasant surprise. I
have to say the pictures don't do the justice to the product. The design that is functional, yet at
the same time aesthetic. I bought my favorite Burgundy color and am eyeing on other colors
too.The smooth and velvety feeling of the cover brings back the memory when we wrote our
journal and diary on paper instead of on electric device. The paper inside is smooth and light yet
thick enough to allow the ink not to be seen through.I also love the detailed touch of the elastic
band that makes carrying a pen so much easier. You can use the band to mark where you want it
to be when you open it. Each page's upper corner has a well designed calendar that you can just
mark your date without writing it.I have to say the entire notebook's look and feel is so subtly well
designed that when I carry it, I feel like carrying a clutch made in Italy rather than a notebook.”

Gisele TW, “History. This is a reference book about history’s facts, you read it little by little”

Jonathan, “Excellent. Very informative and uncanny! The history books that are made by
National Geographic have always had my best interest. The information is widespread from
many different times and parts of the world! You can’t go wrong with this and others like it!”

Stephen, “Concise, fact-filled, and informative.. An easy-to-read, fact-filled concise overview of
history helps to put the world today in perspective.”

Kevin, “Not as in depth as I had hoped.. Not as much information as I was expecting. Civil War
covered in 4 pages? Thought this was an updated version of a book I used to have. I was
mistaken.  Not bad for someone in high school...I was just expecting more.”

David Ross, “Good Reference Book. Nice quality, well written. Easy single book reference.
Only problem is the print is a bit small and make my eyes tired after a while.I recommend this
book”

Jacki B. Clark, “Five Stars. Purchased for a gift. Please with the quality of the book.”

my review!, “Five Stars. good gift”

Romeo, “Five Stars. good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book!. A great resource for world history. The book is divided by
time periods, not by country or region. So each "section" will eventually circle back to a particular
region.”



Ahmed, “Five Stars. Fantastic book!”

The book by Stephen G. Hyslop has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 108 people have provided feedback.
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